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Abstract: We report the fabrication and characterization of neutravidin-conjugated silica nanobeads doped
with a ruthenium-complex luminophore and functionalized with antihuman CD3, antihuman CD28, and an
acid-sensitive polymer. We observed that the nanobeads were readily delivered into Jurkat T leukemia
cells by endocytosis, transported into lysosomes and subsequently into the cytoplasm as revealed by pH-
sensitive luminescence. Since signs of cytotoxicity were not observed, the reported nanobeads could be
an excellent and nontoxic building block for efficient intracellular transporters.

1. Introduction

The emerging field of nanomedicine, the use of the tools and
knowledge of nanotechnology for biomedical purposes, is aimed
at the preservation and improvement of human health and may
lead to the development of more effective means for delivery
and targeting of pharmaceutical, therapeutic, and diagnostic
agents as compared to current methods.1 The development of
nanotechnology-based agents involves the identification of
precise targets (cell type and receptors) related to specific clinical
conditions and of an appropriate nanocarrier to achieve the
required responses while minimizing side effects. To enhance
diagnostic or therapeutic efficacy, novel nanomaterials must
have multivalent loading capacity for effective drug delivery,
be engineered to function in biologically relevant environments,
and facilitate detection. The transport of several types of
engineered nanomaterials into adherent and nonadherent mam-
malian cell lines has been reported.2-8 Nevertheless, the
chemistry of engineered nanomaterials has limited the efficient
targeting of a specific cell line and their capacity to interact
multivalently with cell membrane receptors. Furthermore, most
complexes are internalized by endocytosis and not released into
the cytoplasm but rather are trafficked rapidly from endosomes
to lysosomes, the organelles that in the general endocytosis

pathway enzymatically digest macromolecules and are charac-
terized by a pH of approximately 4.5. The lysosome barrier to
cytoplasmic entry represents a significant challenge in the use
of nanomaterials as intracellular delivery systems. Recently, pH-
sensitive polymers were designed to be inactive at physiological
pH and membrane active in the lower pH environment of
developing endosomes.9
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Silica nanobeads (SNB) have been widely used for biosensing
and catalytic applications because of their large surface area to
volume ratio, straightforward manufacture, and capacity for
doping and/or functionalization with fluorescent molecules,
magnetic nanobeads, or semiconducting nanocrystals.2,10-12 The
present work focuses on an intracellular transporter constructed
from neutravidin-conjugated SNB doped with a ruthenium-
complex luminophore and functionalized with antibodies (an-
tihuman CD3 and antihuman CD28) for T cell receptor (TCR)
post-signaling endocytosis and an acid-sensitive polymer for
disruption of lysosomal compartments (Figure 1). The pH-
dependent luminescence of the SNB permitted us to detect by
flow cytometry whether the nanobeads were transported across
the lysosomal membrane. Furthermore, the nanobeads were
hydrophilic, biocompatible, and functionalizable with intracel-
lularly active proteins and nucleic acids by exploiting the strong
affinity between biotin and free neutravidin on the SNB surface.
Therefore, the reported biomimetic nanoassemblies could be
used to achieve a specific cytoplasmic effect in targeted cells.

2. Experimental Procedures
Materials. Unless otherwise noted, reagent-grade chemicals were

used without further purification. Deionized water was used for aqueous
solutions. Cyclohexane, Triton X-100,n-hexanol, tetramethyl ortho-
silicate (TMOS), (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTS), (3-trihy-
droxy)silylpropyl methylphosphonate (THPMP), ammonium hydroxide
(28% NH3 in water), chlorotrimethylsilane (CTMS), tris(2,2′-bipy-
ridine)dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate (Ru(bpy)3), Annexin V-FITC,
propidium iodide, poly-L-lysine, and formaldehyde were from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO); amino-terminated poly(2-propylacrylic acid)
(PPAA) was from Polymer Source, Inc. (Dorval, Canada); biotinylated
antihuman CD3 and antihuman CD28 antibodies were from eBio-
science, Inc. (San Diego, CA); normal mouse serum (NMS) was from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA); normal goat serum (NGS)
was from Gibco (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA); water-soluble biotin-
labeling reagent sulfosuccinimidyl-6-(biotin-amido)hexanoate (sulfo-
NHS-LC-biotin), neutravidin (Nav) and Texas Red-conjugated neutra-
vidin (TRNav) were obtained from Pierce Biotechnology, Inc. (Rockford,
IL); RPMI-1640 cell culture medium was from Cellgro (Mediatech,
Inc., Herndon, VA); fetal bovine serum (FBS) was from Tissue Culture
Biologicals (Informagen, Inc., Newington, NH); LysoTracker Green
DND-26, FluoReporter biotin quantitation assay kit and FITC-labeled
goat antirabbit antibody were obtained from Molecular Probes (Invit-
rogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA); PBS pH 7.4 (2.7 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2-
PO4, 137 mM NaCl and 8.1 mM Na2HPO4) was from Mediatech, Inc.
(Herndon, VA). Rabbit antihuman CD107A (LAMP-1) antibody was
received from Prof. Minoru Fukuda’s laboratory (Burnham Institute
for Medical Research, La Jolla, CA).13

Instrumentation. Sonication and centrifugation were carried out
using a Branson 3510 (Branson Ultrasonic Corporation, Danbury, CT)
and a Centrifuge 5417R (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany), respec-
tively. NMR spectra were collected at room temperature on a Bruker
Avance-DRX 600-MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5-mm probe and
z-axis pulsed field gradients. Cell luminescence was assessed using a
FACSCanto flow cytometer (channel FL1 for FITC, FL2 for Ru(bpy)3

or PI, and FL5 for Texas Red) and FACSDiva software (BD
Biosciences). Confocal microscopy (Radiance 2100/AGR-3Q, BioRad,
Hercules, CA) was used to collect luminescent images after excitation
at 457 or 488 nm using an argon laser; 60× (1.4-oil immersion)
objective was used. Statistical analyses were realized using PRISM 4
for Windows (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA).
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Figure 1. Schematic of neutravidin-conjugated luminescent silica nanobeads functionalized with antibodies for T cell receptor post-signaling endocytosis
and an acid-sensitive polymer for disruption of lysosomal compartments. The nanobeads were delivered into Jurkat T leukemia cells through endocytosis,
transported into secondary lysosomes through the fusion of endocytotic vescicles with primary lysosomes, and subsequently transported into the cytoplasm
as revealed by pH-sensitive luminescence (the extent of which is indicated with orange arrows).
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Preparation of Neutravidin-Conjugated Luminescent Silica
Nanobeads.A mixture of cyclohexane, Triton X-100, andn-hexanol
(volume ratio 4.2:1:1; 24.8-mL final volume) was converted to a
nanoemulsion by stirring at room temperature for 1 h before an aqueous
solution of Ru(bpy)3 (940µL) and TMOS (100.5µL) were added. The
final concentration of Ru(bpy)3 in the reaction mixture was 1 mM. This
mixture was sonicated for 1 h tofacilitate the diffusion of TMOS into
the encapsulated water droplets. A drop (59µL) of 28% aqueous NH4-
OH was added to catalyze the hydrolysis and condensation of TMOS.
This mixture was stirred for 24 h before TMOS (10.1µL) was added,
followed 30 min later by a mixture of APTS (6µL) and THPMP
(15.4µL). After 12 h the hydroxyl groups on the surface of Ru(bpy)3-
doped SNB (RuSNB) were capped by the addition of CTMS (8.6µL)
followed by stirring for 12 h. The RuSNB were precipitated with
acetone (25 mL). The precipitated RuSNB (approximately 25 mg) were
washed several times with water, then with anhydrous ethanol. A 1
mg aliquot of RuSNB and 30 mg of sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin were stirred
for 2 h in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 2 mL). Nav was kept at
37 °C for 5 min and then centrifuged at 5000g for 5 min to remove
protein aggregates. The biotinylated nanobeads (RuSNB-biotin) were
washed three times with PBS and then incubated with 5 mg of Nav
overnight at room temperature. The Nav-conjugated RuSNB (RuSNB-
Nav) were washed with PBS until the absorbance of the wash at 280
nm demonstrated the absence of protein.

We produced control SNB decorated with Nav (SNB-Nav) or
TRNav (SNB-TRNav) by following a protocol similar to that for the
preparation of RuSNB-Nav by omitting the addition of Ru(bpy)3 during
the preparation of the SNB and then incubating the biotinylated control
SNB (SNB-biotin) with Nav or TRNav, respectively.

Preparation of Biotinylated Poly(2-propylacrylic acid). PPAA
(5 mg) and sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin (1 mg) were dissolved in DMF
(50 µL) and PBS (4 mL), respectively. The two solutions were mixed
and left to react at room temperature for 2 h. To maximize the yield of
biotinylated polymer (PPAA-biotin) another 1 mg of sulfo-NHS-LC-
biotin was added and left to react for 2 h. PPAA-biotin was purified
from unlinked sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin by dialysis against PBS. The
concentration of PPAA-biotin (approximately 1 mg/mL) was deter-
mined using a FluoReporter biotin quantitation kit.

Functionalization of Silica Nanobeads with Antibodies and the
Acid-Sensitive Polymer.RuSNB-Nav (140µg, 2.8× 10-11 mol of
RuSNB) in 600µL of PBS were incubated with 30µg of an equimolar
mixture of antihuman CD3 and antihuman CD28 (10-10 moles of each
antibody) (RuSNB-Nav-R3R28) for 1 h. Then 50µL of PPAA-biotin
was added (RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p). After 1 h the RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p
were washed three times in PBS.

Flow Cytometry. Jurkat T leukemia cells (or Raji lymphoma B cells)
were grown in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C in
5% CO2. Cells (105) in logarithmic growth were washed with RPMI-
1640, resuspended in 270µL of RPMI-1640, incubated with nanobeads
(RuSNB-Nav, RuSNB-Nav-R3, RuSNB-Nav-R3R28, RuSNB-Nav-
R3R28p or SNB-TRNav-R3R28) (7 µg) in PBS (30µL) at 37°C in 5%
CO2, washed twice in PBS, and then resuspended in 1.5% formaldehyde
in PBS (200µL).

Cell Toxicity. Jurkat T leukemia cells were grown in RPMI-1640
supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C in 5% CO2. Cells (105) in
logarithmic growth were washed with RPMI-1640, resuspended in
270 µL of RPMI-1640, and incubated with SNB-Nav-R3R28p (7 µg)
in PBS (30µL) at 37 °C in 5% CO2. Cells were washed twice with
Annexin V (AV) buffer (10 mM HEPES/NaOH, pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl,
2.5 mM CaCl2), resuspended in a solution of Annexin V-FITC,
incubated at 4°C in the dark for 20 min, washed, resuspended in a
solution of propidium iodide (PI), and incubated at 4°C for 10 min
before running the sample on the flow cytometer.

Confocal Microscopy. Jurkat T leukemia cells were grown at
37 °C in 5% CO2 in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% FBS at
37 °C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells (105) in logarithmic growth were

washed with RPMI-1640, resuspended in 270µL of RPMI-1640,
incubated with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 or RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p (7 µg) in
PBS (30µL) at 37 °C in 5% CO2, and then incubated for 30 min on
poly-L-lysine-coated cover slips at 37°C in 5% CO2. They were then
washed twice in PBS. The cells on the cover slips were fixed for 10
min in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS, blocked, and permeabilized with
PBS containing 5% NMS and 0.3% Triton X-100. To visualize
lysosomes, the cells were incubated with rabbit anti-CD107A in PBS
containing 3% NMS and 0.1% Triton X-100 and then stained with
FITC-labeled goat antirabbit antibody in PBS containing 3% NGS and
0.1% Triton X-100. Alternatively, we visualized the lysosomes using
a LysoTracker probe following the protocol of the supplier.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Luminescent Silica Nanobeads
Decorated with Neutravidin. RuSNB were prepared in situ
from Ru(bpy)3 using encapsulization in a water-in-oil na-
noemulsion. The addition of organosilanes permitted the
introduction of phosphonopropyl and 3-aminopropyl groups onto
the silica surface. The phosponate groups facilitated the disper-
sion of RuSNP in PBS and the subsequent biotinylation by
coupling the surface amino groups to a biotin-labeling reagent
followed by decoration with Nav.

Molecular Weight Estimation of RuSNB. Transmission
electron microscope (TEM) images of RuSNB showed uniform
diameter (20( 1 nm) nanobeads (Figure 2). Assuming that the
density of the SNB was equal to pure silica (1.96 g/cm3) and
the weight of encapsulated Ru(bpy)3 was negligible, the weight
of one RuSNB having a 20-nm diameter was calculated (1.96
× 4/3πr3) to be approximately 8.2× 10-18 g and, therefore, the
molecular weight of a RuSNB was calculated (weight×
Avogadro number) as approximately 5× 106.

Loading of Luminophore Molecules in RuSNB and Biotin
Groups on RuSNB-Biotin. We recorded the absorbance values
at 452 nm of several concentrations of Ru(bpy)3 in PBS to obtain
an extinction coefficientεRubpy(452 nm)of approximately 12 500
M-1 cm-1. Subsequently, we subtracted the absorbance spectra
of SNB dispersed in PBS from that of RuSNB dispersed in PBS
to obtain the absorbance spectrum of Ru(bpy)3 encapsulated in
RuSNB. From the value of absorbance of encapsulated Ru(bpy)3

at 452 nm andεRubpy(452 nm)we estimated that approximately
300 molecules of Ru(bpy)3 were encapsulated in each RuSNB.

The number of biotin groups on each RuSNB-biotin was
determined using the FluoReporter biotin quantitation kit to be
approximately 104.

Figure 2. TEM image of luminescent silica nanobeads. Scale bar)
50 nm.
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Loading of Nav on RuSNB-Nav. The presence of linked
Nav on the surface of RuSNB-Nav was determined on the basis
of the following observation. It has been reported that biotin
binding blue-shifts the tryptophan luminescence emission peak
(λmax) and reduces the bandwidth at half-height (full-width half-
maximum, fwhm).14 Streptavidin and Nav are both tetrameric
proteins carrying three tryptophans in each monomer. Upon
excitation at 290 nm the RuSNB-Nav dispersion in PBS
showed an emission band that was blue-shifted and narrower
than that exhibited by free Nav dispersed in PBS (Figure 3A
and Table 1). We prepared mixtures having molar ratios between
Nav and biotin from 1:1 to 1:4. After 2 h of incubation we
collected their emission spectra after excitation at 290 nm. The
tryptophan luminescence emission peak was observed to blue-
shift and narrow with increasing biotin. In particular in the case
of Nav/biotin molar ratio equal to 1:2 the emission spectrum
resembled the one exhibited by RuSNB-Nav. Similar results

were obtained with SNB-TRNav and free TRNav dispersed
in PBS (Figure 3B and Table 2). The latter results suggest that
each Nav (or TRNav) was linked to RuSNB-biotin (or SNB-
biotin) through approximately two biotin molecules.

We recorded the absorbance values at 283 nm of several
concentrations of Nav in PBS to obtain an extinction coefficient
εNav(283 nm)of approximately 1.1× 105 M-1 cm-1. We subtracted
the absorbance spectrum of RuSNB in PBS from the spectrum
of RuSNB-Nav to obtain the spectrum of Nav linked to
RuSNB. From the value of absorbance of Nav linked to RuSNB
at 283 nm andεNav(283 nm)we calculated that approximately 40
proteins were on each RuSNB-Nav. A similar value was
calculated for the number of TRNav on each SNB-TRNav.

Spectroscopic Properties of RuSNB-Nav. Samples
(500 µL) used for NMR spectroscopy consisted of free Ru-
(bpy)3 (100µM) and RuSNB-Nav (at a concentration such that
encapsulated Ru(bpy)3 had a concentration of 100µM) in PBS
at pH 7.4 containing 10% D2O. The pH was changed by
successive additions of concentrated HCl.1H NMR spectra were
acquired with 4096 data points, 1024 scans, and a relaxation
delay of 1 s; a 90° pulse of 7µs was implemented. Water
suppression was achieved by means of a WATERGATE pulse
scheme. The NMR spectrum of Ru(bpy)3 at pH 7.4 (Figure 4A,
black curve) exhibited sharp signals from the bipyridyl protons.
Encapsulation of Ru(bpy)3 into the silica network caused large
broadening of all NMR resonances although no shift in the
signal positions with respect to the free chelate in solution was
detected (Figure 4B, black curve). This result suggests a strong
electrostatic interaction between Ru(bpy)3 and the silica surface,
which is negatively charged at physiological pH, that would
decrease the total correlation time of the molecule and a rapid
transverse relaxation that is generally characteristic of large
macromolecular structures.

The absorbance spectra of both free and encapsulated Ru-
(bpy)3 dissolved in PBS at pH 7.4 were characterized by a
narrow peak at approximately 290 nm and a broad plateau in
the 400-480 nm range, which we attribute to a ligand-to-ligand
π f π* transition and a df π* metal-to-ligand charge-transfer
transition, respectively. The peaks in the spectrum of the
encapsulated Ru(bpy)3 in PBS were slightly red-shifted and
broader compared to those of free Ru(bpy)3 (Figure 5A). In
steady-state experiments, excitation of RuSNB-Nav in PBS at
452 nm produced an emission band that was enhanced, blue-
shifted, and slightly narrower compared to that of free Ru(bpy)3

in PBS (Figure 5B). The emission spectra were collected after
having matched absorptions at the 452 nm excitation wavelength
of free and encapsulated Ru(bpy)3. These results suggest that
after encapsulation into the silica network the luminophore
underwent a change in the conformation and a decrease in

(14) Kurzban, G. P.; Gitlin, G.; Bayer, E. A.; Wilchek, M.; Horowitz, P. M.J.
Protein Chem.1990, 9, 673.

Figure 3. Normalized emission spectra upon excitation at 290 nm for
RuSNB-Nav (A) and SNB-TRNav (B) dispersed in PBS (black) and for
mixtures in PBS of Nav (A) and TRNav (B) and biotin having molar ratios
equal to 1:0 (red), 1:1 (orange), 1:2 (green), 1:3 (blue), and 1:4 (magenta).

Table 1. Maximum Emission Wavelength and Full-Width
Half-Maximum, for RuSNB-Nav Dispersed in PBS and for
Mixtures with Different Molar Ratios of Nav to Biotin in PBS

sample λmax
a (nm) fwhmb (nm)

RuSNB-Nav 338 61
Nav/biotin) 1:0 346 63
Nav/biotin) 1:1 341 61
Nav/biotin) 1:2 337 59
Nav/biotin) 1:3 333 56
Nav/biotin) 1:4 332 55

a Maximum emission wavelength.b Full-width half-maximum.

Table 2. Maximum Emission Wavelength and Full-Width
Half-Maximum, for SNB-TRNav Dispersed in PBS and for
Mixtures with Different Molar Ratios of TRNav to Biotin in PBS

sample λmax
a (nm) fwhmb (nm)

SNB-TRNav 337 60
TRNav/biotin) 1:0 345 65
TRNav/biotin) 1:1 342 64
TRNav/biotin) 1:2 336 60
TRNav/biotin) 1:3 334 57
TRNav/biotin) 1:4 332 56

a Maximum emission wavelength.b Full-width half-maximum.
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mobility owing to strong electrostatic interactions with the silica
surface. The increase in intensity of the emission peak can be
accounted for by the decrease in mobility. It has been reported
that luminophore mobility facilitates rapid internal conversion
and efficient relaxation of the excited-state via nonradiative
pathways because of intersections of the ground and excited-
state energy surfaces.15,16 The blue-shift and the decrease of
full-width half-maximum of the emission peak can be accounted
for by solvent-Ru(bpy)3 interactions. As previously reported,
the solvent reorganization energy term (ø) may influence the
excited-state decay of luminophores in aqueous medium and
changes inø may affect the emission band line width.17-19 The
silica surface of the nanobead pores contains a regularly spaced
pattern of oxygen atoms that could serve as hydrogen-bond
acceptors, promote ordered water structure, and vary the
solvation sphere of the encapsulated luminophores, thereby
explaining the observed changes in line width.The effects of
changing solvent polarity20,21and pH22,23on the photophysical
properties of many homo- and heteroleptic complexes of Ru-
(II) and Ru(II) complex-modified amino acids have been widely

investigated. In particular, it has been reported that protonation
of the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer excited states leads to a
diminution of luminescence lifetime and intensity. We analyzed
the photophysical properties of free Ru(bpy)3 and RuSNB-
Nav in PBS at pHs ranging from the physiologic value of 7.4
to 4. The NMR (Figure 4A), absorbance (data not shown), and
emission (data not shown) spectra of free Ru(bpy)3 in PBS were
not influenced by changes in pH. Indeed, because Ru(bpy)3 does
not have a basic nitrogen on its periphery, its ground and excited
states are not capable of being protonated. The NMR line
broadening of RuSNB-Nav was strongly and gradually attenu-
ated with decreasing pH (Figure 4B). The absorbance spectrum
of SNB-Nav increased with increases in pH (Figure 6A)
probably as a consequence of an increase in the extinction
coefficient of the silica network due to its protonation. The
absorbance spectrum of RuSNB-Nav exhibited the following
features as the pH decreased: (i) background increases as was
observed for SNB-Nav; (ii) decrease in intensity of the narrow
peak at approximately 290 nm (Figure 6B); (iii) decrease in
intensity of the broad plateau in the 400-480 nm range with
the two peaks being slightly blue-shifted and changing their
relative intensity (Figure 6C). Upon excitation at 452 nm, the

(15) Webber, N. M.; Litvinenko, K. L.; Meech, S. R.J. Phys. Chem. B2001,
105, 8036.

(16) Kummer, A. D.; Kompa, C.; Niwa, H.; Hirano, T.; Kojima, S.; Michel-
Beyerle, M. E.J. Phys. Chem. B2002, 106, 7554.

(17) Cha, X.; Ariga, K.; Kunitake, T.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1996, 118, 9545.
(18) Caspar, J. V.; Meyer, T. J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1983, 105, 5583.
(19) Caspar, J. V.; Sullivan, B. P.; Kober, E. M.; Meyer, T. J.Chem. Phys.

Lett. 1982, 91, 91.
(20) Sun, H.; Hoffman, M. Z.J. Phys. Chem.1993, 97, 11956.
(21) Nair, R. B.; Cullum, B. M.; Murphy, C. J.Inorg. Chem.1997, 36, 962.
(22) Sun, H.; Hoffman, M. Z.J. Phys. Chem.1993, 97, 5014-5018.
(23) Cargill Thompson, A. M. W.; Smailes, M. C. C.; Jeffery, J. C.; Ward, M.

D. J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans.1997, 737-743.

Figure 4. NMR spectrum of free Ru(bpy)3 (A) and RuSNB-Nav (B) in PBS at different pH values containing 10% D2O.

Figure 5. (A) Absorbance spectra of free and encapsulated Ru(bpy)3 in PBS at pH 7.4. The absorbance spectrum of encapsulated Ru(bpy)3 was obtained
by subtracting from the spectrum of RuSNB-Nav those of both SNB and Nav in PBS. (B) Emission spectra upon excitation at 452 nm of free and encapsulated
Ru(bpy)3 in PBS at pH 7.4. Emission spectra were recorded after matching the absorbance values at 452 nm for free and encapsulated Ru(bpy)3. Arrows
indicate the emission peaks of encapsulated (blue arrow) and free (red arrow) Ru(bpy)3 in PBS at pH 7.4.

Table 3. Maximum Emission Wavelength and Full-Width
Half-maximum for Free Ru(bpy)3 and RuSNB-Nav in PBS at
pH 7.4

sample λmax
a (nm) fwhmb (nm)

Ru(bpy)3 598 72
RuSNB-Nav 591 70

a Maximum emission wavelength.b Full-width half-maximum.
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emission peak at 591 nm linearly decreased in intensity (Figure
6D and E) without any significant change in the line width.
The observed changes in photophysical properties of encapsu-
lated Ru(bpy)3 could be explained by silica network protonation
that reduced the strength of the electrostatic interactions between
the metal complex and the matrix and, therefore, increased
mobility of the encapsulated luminophore. Higher mobility leads
to an increase of the number of collisional encounters between
the luminophore and the protonated silica network to quench
luminescence while changes in the solvation sphere of encap-
sulated Ru(bpy)3 are unlikely to explain the observed pH-
dependent luminescence quenching because no significant
changes in the line width were observed.

3.2. Cell Internalization of Luminescent Silica Nanobeads
Decorated with Neutravidin. We first determined the maxi-
mum number of antibodies that linked each RuSNB-Nav.
RuSNB-Nav (4µg, approximately 8× 10-13 mol of RuSNB,
assuming a molecular weight of 5× 106, decorated with
approximately 3.2× 10-11 moles of Nav, assuming 40 proteins
on each RuSNB-Nav) in 20µL of PBS were incubated with
6 µg of an equimolar mixture of antihuman CD3 and antihuman
CD28 (2× 10-11 moles of each antibody, assuming a molecular
weight of 1.5× 105) for 1 h. The nanobeads were washed three
times with PBS by centrifugation to give RuSNB-Nav-R3R28.
We estimated the amount of antibody that bound the RuSNB-
Nav by using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western
immunoblotting. We observed that approximately 2.5-3.0 µg
((1.6-2) × 10-11 mol) of total antibody was linked to the
RuSNB-Nav while most the remaining 3.0-3.5 µg of total

antibody was in the supernatant fraction collected after the first
wash (Figure 7). This result suggests that the maximum number
of antibodies that can be linked to a single RuSNB-Nav was
between 20 and 25, which corresponds to approximately half
of the Nav decorating the surface of the nanoparticle.

For cell internalization experiments RuSNB-Nav (140µg,
2.8 × 10-11 mol of RuSNB) were incubated with 30µg of an
equimolar mixture of antihuman CD3 and antihuman CD28
(10-10 moles of each antibody). We verified the level of
antibodies linked to the RuSNB-Nav using polyacrylamide gel

Figure 6. (A) Absorbance spectra of SNB-Nav dispersed in PBS at pH values of 4 to 7.4; (B) absorbance spectra in the UV range (corresponding to the
ligand-to-ligandπ f π* transition) and (C) in the visible range (corresponding to the df π* metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transition) of RuSNB-Nav
dispersed in PBS at pH values of 4 to 7.4; (D) emission spectra of RuSNB-Nav dispersed in PBS at pH values of 4 to 7.4. The absorbance and emission
spectra were corrected by the corresponding concentration factors. (E) Decrease of RuSNB-Nav emission intensity with changing the pH. Errors bars
represent the standard deviations for triplicate experiments.

Figure 7. Western blot analysis of the antibodies (antihuman CD3 and
antihuman CD28) linked to 4µg of RuSNB-Nav. RuSNB-Nav were
incubated with 6µg of an equimolar mixture of antihuman CD3 and
antihuman CD28 for 1 h, then washed with centrifugation three times with
PBS. Lanes 1 and 2 were the superrnatant fraction collected after the first
wash and the pellet (RuSNB-Nav-R3R28) collected after the third wash,
respectively. The other lanes contained different levels of equimolar
antihuman CD3 and antihuman CD28 to obtain a loading curve.
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electrophoresis and Western immunoblotting. The fact that the
supernatant fraction collected after the first wash did not contain
free antibodies suggested that all antibodies were linked to the
Nav on the RuSNB-Nav and, therefore, that approximately
seven antibodies were available for each RuSNB-Nav-R3R28

(and RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p).
RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 were readily internalized into Jurkat

cells. The internal luminescence of cells treated with RuSNB-
Nav-R3R28 was observed to significantly decrease within the
first 3 h of incubation suggesting that in the first hours of
incubation, RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 were continuously endocytosed
by the cells, trafficked into the endosomes, and then transported
rapidly to the lysosomes where their luminescence was quenched
(Figure 8 and Supporting Information (SI)). As a control, we
treated Jurkat cells with SNB decorated with Texas Red-
conjugated Nav (SNB-TRNav), which were subsequently
functionalized with antihuman CD3 and antihuman CD28
(SNB-TRNav-R3R28). We observed a slight increase in cell
luminescence over time (Figure 8 and SI), which was probably
due to the continuous cellular uptake of nanobeads since SNB-
TRNav dispersed in PBS did not show any variation in emission
intensity with decreasing pH.

The data suggest that binding of nanobeads to CD3 and CD28
was able to induce signaling through the TCR, and that

signaling-induced endocytosis led to internalization of the
antibody-covered nanobeads. TCR signaling induced by
crosslinked antihuman CD3 with or without antihuman CD28
is followed by receptor internalization, which is a mechanism
of signaling down regulation (“post-signaling endocytosis”).
Microbeads are currently used as cross-linkers to induce TCR
signaling. Our data suggest that nanobeads work as crosslinkers
as well. Indeed T cells incubated for 1 h with RuSNB-Nav-R3

or with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 showed increased expression of
CD69 (a marker of T cell activation) when compared to cells
incubated with RuSNB-Nav (data not shown). Increased
signaling following CD28 co-stimulation led to proportionally
increased uptake of nanobeads through post-signaling endocy-
tosis. Indeed lower uptake for antihuman CD3-conjugated
RuSNB-Nav (RuSNB-Nav-R3) was observed to suggest that
the co-stimulation of both CD3 and CD28 membrane receptors
by RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 increased the efficiency of the T cell
receptor post-signaling endocytotic internalization (Figure 9).
Internalization of nonconjugated RuSNB-Nav by Jurkat cells
and of RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 by Raji lymphoma B cells was very
weak, suggesting that without stimulation of membrane receptors
or in the absence of specific surface receptors endocytotic uptake
of RuSNB-Nav was probably only due to nonspecific interac-
tions between the nanobeads and hydrophobic regions of the
cell surface (Figure 9).

We next investigated the possibility of lysosomal release of
RuSNB-Nav by measuring variations in internal cell lumines-
cence. RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 were functionalized with a pH-
sensitiveR-propyl acrylic acid polymer (RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p).
Jurkat T cells readily internalized RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p and
exhibited an internal luminescence that was time-independent,
not statistically significant different from that of cells treated
with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 after 1 h of incubation and higher than
that of cells treated with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 after 3 and 6 h of
incubation (Figure 8 and SI). These results suggest that the
polymer did not inhibit T cell receptor post-signaling endocytosis
and enabled the release of the RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p from the
lysosomes as soon as the nanobeads were transported into them.

Intracellular trafficking of RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 and RuSNB-
Nav-R3R28p was investigated by confocal microscopy (Figure
10). RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 were readily internalized by cells and
transported into lysosomal compartments (Figure 10, panels a,
b, and c) as shown by the yellow luminescence (images C and
D) corresponding to colocalization of lysosomes (green, image

Figure 8. Luminescence-intensity dependence on the incubation time of
Jurkat T leukemia cells with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28, RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p,
or SNB-TRNav-R3R28. Nontreated cells were used as control (gray).
Statistical analysis consisted of a one-way analysis of variance (with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test) for RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 (green) and
two-way ANOVA (with Bonferroni’s post-test) for RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 vs
control (black), RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p (red), and SNB-TRNav-R3R28

(blue): ns) P > 0.05;/ ) P < 0.05;// ) P < 0.01;/// ) P < 0.001.
Errors bars represent the standard deviation for triplicate experiments.

Figure 9. Efficiency (A) and luminescence intensity (B) of Jurkat T leukemia cells incubated for 6 h with RuSNB-Nav, RuSNB-Nav-R3 and RuSNB-
Nav-R3R28 and of Raji lymphoma B cells incubated for 6 h with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28. Nontreated cells were used as control. Errors bars represent the
standard deviation for triplicate experiments.
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A) and intracellular nanobeads (red, image B). The luminescent
features exhibited morphological changes with increasing
incubation time. In particular, after 1 h incubation the cells
mainly exhibited peripheral punctuate features (panel a). After
3 h of incubation less peripheral features were observed while
more internal punctuate features appeared (panel b). After 6 h
of incubation cells exhibited only a few intense luminescent
features intracellularly. These results confirm the result obtained
by flow cytometry that cells continuously internalized nanobeads
primarily during the first 3 h of incubation. The peripheral
features most likely correspond to endocytosed nanobeads just
delivered into lysosomal compartments and, therefore, close to
the cell membrane. Subsequently, the lysosomes encapsulating
the nanobeads were trafficked intracellularly and finally fused

to form a few large vescicles as revealed by their intense
luminescent features after 6 h of incubation.

RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p were released from the lysosomes even
after only 1 h of incubation (Figure 10, panel d) suggesting
that the polymer disrupted the lysosomal compartments as soon
as the nanobeads were transported into them. After 3 h of
incubation, nanobeads released from lysosomes were localized
in a more internal part of the cell (Figure 10, panel e).

In the previous confocal evaluations lysosomes were visual-
ized using an antibody specific for endosomal/lysosomal
compartments (rabbit anti-CD107A)13 after having fixed and
permeabilized the cells. Permeabilization of endosomal/lyso-
somal membranes could lead to leakage of the nanobeads from
the vescicles and, therefore, compete with the acid-sensitive

Figure 10. Confocal images of Jurkat T leukemia cells incubated with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28 for 1 (panel a), 3 (panel b), and 6 (panel c) h and with RuSNB-
Nav-R3R28p for 1 (panel d) and 3 (panel e) h. Images A and B showed lysosomal compartments and nanobeads, respectively. Image C is the superposition
of A and B. Image D is the superposition of C and the bright-field image of the cells. The cells were incubated with rabbit anti-CD107A and then with
FITC-labeled goat antirabbit antibody in order to visualize lysosomes. Scale bars are approximately 2.5µm.
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polymer. To confirm that the observed cytoplasmatic nanobeads
were the result of the action of the polymer, we visualized the
lysosomes using LysoTracker that was conjugated with a green
luminophore which allowed us to perform the investigation
without any previous membrane permeabilization. As showed
in Figure 11, after 3 h of incubation with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p,
the red luminescence of the nanobeads overlapped only partially
with the green luminescence of lysosomes thereby confirming
that the previously observed cytoplasmatic nanobeads were the
result of the disruption of the lysosomal compartments by the
acid-sensitive polymer and not due to internal leakage resulting
from membrane permeabilization.

Cells incubated with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p showed intrinsic
punctuate cytoplasmatic luminescence throughout the incubation
time and independently of the technique used to visualize the
lysosomes (Figure 10, panels d and e, and Figure 11). Punctuate
(rather than diffuse) cytosolic luminescent features correspond-
ing to nanoparticles that had escaped from lysosomes have been
reported2a,6aand could be explained by a partial aggregation of
nanoparticles during their permanence in the vesicles or, more
likely, after their release into cytosol. However, the cause of
this phenomenon is not clear at the moment and further
investigation is warranted to understand the effect of surface
functionality on cytoplasmic nanobead aggregation.

The reported results suggest that our nanobeads could be
useful to achieve a specific cytoplasmatic effect in targeted cells.
However, before developing any therapeutic applications, in
vitro and in vivo, short- and long-term cytotoxic effects must
be accurately established. Indeed, many nanomaterials (carbon
nanotubes,25 fullerenes,26 quantum dots,27 gold nanobeads,28 etc.)
have shown signs of toxicity dependent upon such factors as
dose, dimension, chemical functionalization, and physical aspect.

Flow cytometry data showed that treatment with SNB-Nav-
R3R28p did not induce any toxic effects on Jurkat T cells as
compared to nontreated cells. Indeed, the number of apoptotic
(AV+) and necrotic (PI+) cells was not significantly changed
1, 3, and 6 h after treatment with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p and was
not statistically different with respect to that of nontreated cells
(control) (Figure 12 and SI).

Conclusions

In this article we report the fabrication and characterization
of silica nanobeads doped with Ru(bpy)3, characterized by pH-
dependent luminescence and functionalized with antihuman CD3
and antihuman CD28, and with an acid-sensitive polymer. These
nanoparticles were efficiently delivered into Jurkat T cells
through T cell receptor post-signaling endocytosis, transported
into lysosomal compartments, and subsequently transported to
the cytoplasmatic region. Since signs of cytotoxicity were not
observed, the reported nanobeads could be an excellent and
nontoxic building block for efficient intracellular transporters.
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Figure 11. Confocal images of Jurkat T leukemia cells incubated with RuSNB-Nav-R3R28p for 3 h and treated with LysoTracker to stain lysosomal
compartments to avoid any membrane permeabilization. Images A and B showed lysosomal compartments and nanobeads, respectively. Image C is the
superposition of A and B. Image D is the superposition of C and the bright-field image of the cells. Scale bars are approximately 2.5µm.

Figure 12. Percentage of apoptotic (A) and necrotic (B) Jurkat leukemia T cells 1, 3, and 6 h after incubation with SNB-Nav-R3R28p (red) and treatment
with Annexin V-FITC and PI to visualize apoptotic and necrotic cells, respectively. Nontreated cells were used as a control (gray). Statistical analysis is a
one-way analysis of variance (with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test) for SNB-Nav-R3R28p (red) and two-way ANOVA (with Bonferroni’s post-test)
for SNB-Nav-R3R28p vs control (black): ns) P > 0.05. Errors bars represent the standard deviation for triplicate experiments.
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